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Abstract—Inter-area Oscillations pose serious threats to the stability of power transmission grids. Failure to notice or to handle inter-area oscillations may lead to widespread catastrophic blackouts. It is, therefore, critically important to monitor the oscillation conditions such that timely mitigation controls can be applied at the early stage. Recent research shows that it is an effective approach to continuously track the frequency domain of ambient phasor measurement units (PMU) data for the monitoring purpose. However, since inter-area oscillations usually involve multiple utility companies, tracking them requires PMU data from some different trust domains, which raises data privacy concerns. To address these concerns, we proposed privacy-preserving multiparty spectral estimation, which enables power grid operators to obtain the power spectrum of PMU measurement data, while the data remain encrypted. A case study was also carried out, which showed that the proposed scheme is secure, efficient, and practical.

Index Terms—security, data confidentiality, cloud computing, outsourcing, disguising technique, homomorphic encryption, secure computation

I. INTRODUCTION

Inter-area oscillations are detrimental to the stability of the power transmission grids. Poorly damped oscillations reduce the capability of the power transfers and even lead to widespread blackouts. Incidents such as Western Interconnection Blackout on Aug. 10 (1996), US Blackout on Aug. 14 (2003), Italian Blackout on Sept. 28 (2003) have demonstrated the serious damages that inter-area oscillation can make. Therefore, in order to keep the lights on, it would be extremely helpful to continuously track the oscillation conditions and provide the control room with early warnings before a potential oscillation develop into a real catastrophic inter-area oscillation.

Recently, real-time measurement data collected by phasor measurement units (PMU) have been shown helpful to monitor and detect inter-area oscillations in the power system. As one of the key enabling technology for the smart grid, PMU technology makes real-time monitoring of power systems possible. The data collected by PMUs include time-stamped instant voltage, current, rotor angle, and frequency. PMU measurement data have been utilized to 1) support real-time grid operations, 2) improve system planning and analysis, and 3) provide response-based control applications [15]. When it comes to the study of power system’s low-frequency oscillations, a host of research [17], [21], [7] apply frequency domain approaches to PMU measurement data, which examines the frequency domain of PMU measurements, and uses methods such as Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD) [6], [5], computing risk scores [17], or tracking the oscillation modes [21].

For these frequency domain approaches, conducting spectral estimations is the starting point. To obtain spectral estimations, we note that existing frequency domain approaches all assume they have unrestricted access to all the measurement data of the ambient PMUs. Nonetheless, privacy concerns regarding the use of PMU measurement data exist in real practice. In the current deregulated power market, the transmission grid comprises competing utility companies running their own power systems under the coordination of independent system operator (ISO). The utility companies consider the PMU measurements taken at their own power system private and sensitive, as North American Electricity Reliability Corporation Confidentiality Agreement for Electric System Operating Reliability Data [8] points out that “the operational reliability data may contain proprietary information and unequal access to operational reliability data may result in unfair advantages and disadvantages in the electricity market”. In fact, according to [9], “Since deregulation, a competitive environment has arisen and complete information about the state of the power grid is seldom available to operators”. Although legal agreements like [8] exist to try to ensure the privacy of sensitive data while they are being used in research and operations, there are no technical guarantees. As a consequence, in spite of benefits, the lack of privacy protection seriously discourages utility companies from sharing their data.

Our contributions In this work, we take the first step to investigate privacy-preserving multiparty spectral estimations to demonstrate the feasibility of conducting spectral estimation without sacrificing data privacy. We address this open problem mainly leveraging the cloud computing and Paillier cryptosystem [16].

Our contribution is summarized as follows:

- To our best knowledge, for the first time, this work considers the privacy-preserving spectral estimation in the multiparty scenario.
- Software prototype of the proposed scheme is developed and tested. Additionally, taking into account the characteristics of discrete Fourier transform, optimizations are proposed to reduce the latency incurred by extra cryptographic computations, and, thus, making the proposed method more efficient and practical.

We organize the rest of this paper as follows. Section II reviews related works. Section III talks about the background knowledge. Section IV introduces settings and system model and formulates the problem we would like to solve. The
section continues to present the proposed scheme and relevant algorithms. Section V presents a case study of the proposed scheme with the simplified model of WECC AC transmission system and some practical optimizations to improve further the efficiency of the proposed scheme. We conclude this paper and talk about future works in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Our work falls into the broad category of non-interactive privacy-preserving signal processing. Although, to our best knowledge, our scheme is the first to deal with privacy-preserving spectral estimations involving multiple parties, we have drawn significant inspiration from the previous research. The most closely related work is [2] by Bianchi et al., which demonstrates the feasibility of carrying out Fourier transform in the encrypted domain. Lagendijk et al. [13] surveys existing privacy-preserving signal processing utilizing homomorphic encryption and secure multiparty computation. Both works above, however, deal with only the minimal scenario where a single party wishes to offload the computation to an untrusted processing device.

Our scheme aims at addressing utility companies’ privacy concerns at the generation and transmission level of smart grid; previous research on privacy preservation in smart grid, however, mainly focus on the privacy of customer data. Shi et al. [10] proposes a scheme that enables privacy-preserving aggregation residential power consumption on a untrusted aggregator. This scheme only works for aggregation of encrypted data. Similar problems are also investigated regarding consumers’ privacy protection in [4], [18], [1]. A very few existing works consider the data privacy problem of operational data in the bulk power system. Tong et al. presents a secure data sharing scheme for situational awareness for the power grid in [19]. It is, however, limited to secure data archiving and access control for the power flow data; furthermore the processing and manipulation of the shared data still need to be conducted in a fully trusted environment in [19].

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Fourier Transform

Fourier transform is a widely-used fundamental signal processing tool to obtain the spectral estimation of a signal. An M-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a finite time-series signal \( x(n) \) of length \( T \) is given by:

\[
X(k) = \sum_{n=1}^{T} x(n) W^{nk}, k = 1, 2, ..., M
\]

where \( W = e^{-j\frac{2\pi}{M}} \). The \( X(k) \) is a complex number that indicates the signal’s magnitude and angle in the k-th frequency component. In the rest of the paper, unless otherwise stated, we assume \( M = T \), which is a typical choice without loss of generality.

Fig. 1: Two area four generator power system from [12]

B. Paillier Cryptosystem

Paillier cryptosystem [16] is based on the decisional composite residuosity assumption. It is widely known as an additive homomorphic cryptography. It enables one to compute the encryption of the sum of two value, say \( m_1 + m_2 \), given only the encryptions of \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \). We briefly revisit Paillier cryptosystem in this subsection.

Key Generation Let \( p \) and \( q \) be big prime numbers and \( N = pq \), such that \( N \) is hard to factorize. Let the private key be the least common multiple of \( (p - 1, q - 1) \), i.e. \( K_{priv} = \text{lcm}(p - 1, q - 1) \). Let \( g \in \mathbb{Z}_N^{*} \) be an element of order \( \alpha N \) for some \( \alpha \neq 0 \). The public key is the tuple \((N, g)\).

Encryption To encrypt a value \( m \), where \( m < N \), generate a random value \( r < N \), and use the public key to encrypt the value. The ciphertext is constructed as:

\[
c = \text{Enc}(K_{pub}, m) = g^{mrN} \mod N^2.
\]

Decryption Given the ciphertext \( ct \), one can decrypt for the plaintext with the private key, as

\[
m = \text{Dec}(K_{priv}, ct) = \frac{L(e^{K_{priv}} \mod N^2)}{L(g^{K_{priv}} \mod N^2)} \mod N
\]

where \( L(x) = \frac{x^\frac{1}{\alpha}}{N} \).

Additive homomorphism Given the ciphertext of \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \), which are \( g^{m_1rN} \) and \( g^{m_2rN} \), respectively, one can compute the ciphertext of \( m_1 + m_2 \).

\[
\text{Enc}(K_{pub}, m_1) \text{Enc}(K_{pub}, m_2) = g^{m_1r_1N} \cdot g^{m_2r_2N}
\]

\[
= \text{Enc}(K_{pub}, (m_1 + m_2))
\]

\[
\text{Enc}(K_{pub}, m_1 + m_2)
\]

C. Monitoring Oscillation in power system

Figure 1 depicts the classical two area power system introduced in [12] with two generators in each area. Inter-area oscillations may develop at the interface 12-34. That is between the generator cluster C1, consisting of generators G1 and G2, and the generator cluster C2, consisting of generators G3 and G4. PMUs installed at the respective generators monitor the generators’ rotor angles. Then, potential oscillations can be
monitored and analyzed by continuous tracking the spectra of the averaged angles of the two areas.

We denote the time series of rotor angles of the four generator as $\delta_1$, $\delta_2$, $\delta_3$, and $\delta_4$, respectively. The angle of Area 1 is represented by the averaged rotor angle of the two generators in the area, i.e. $\delta_1 = \frac{1}{2}(\delta_1 + \delta_2)$. Similarly, the angle of Area 2 is given by $\delta_{11} = \frac{1}{2}(\delta_3 + \delta_4)$. Thereby, what we would like to monitor is the spectrum of $\delta_1$ and $\delta_{11}$, where $\delta = \delta - \text{mean}(\delta)$ denote the mean centering $\delta$.

IV. OUR PROPOSED SCHEME

A. Problem formulation

1) System model and entities: The system model of the proposed scheme is captured in Fig. 2. Each participating utility has several PMUs reporting their real-time measurements of rotor angles to the cloud servers. Since the PMU measurement data must be protected against unauthorized access of peer utility companies, cloud servers, and the control room, each PMU sends to the cloud servers the measurement data in their encrypted form. Next, the cloud servers receive the encrypted measurements and perform relevant computations to securely obtain the encrypted spectral estimation without knowing the real values of the input data. The cloud then forwards the encrypted spectrum to the control room. Finally, the operator at the control room receives and decrypts the spectrum. There also exists secure communication channels between utility companies and the control room for key assignments and other communications.

We justify the introduction of the public cloud with following arguments. First, it has been observed a remarkable trend for the power industry to take advantage of cloud computing to cope with the soaring volumes of data generated and the responding rapidly growing demand for computing capability. Using the service of Cloudera, the cloud computing company, TVA began to manage the large volume of data collected from 103 PMUs (as of 2009), for better reliability and scalability [3]. Additionally, ISO New England started to explore leveraging cloud computing to conduct dynamic simulations not only faster but also less expensive [11], [14]. Second, the cloud has abundant computational resources so that it can handle the substantial computation incurred by the cryptographic operations in the privacy-preserving scheme within an acceptable latency. Finally, by letting the control room hold only the decryption key, but not the encrypted measurement data, which is only accessible to the cloud, the system model prevents the control room from abusing the privilege of decryption.

2) Trust model and security goals: In the above system model, the public cloud servers are modeled as semi-honest. It means that the cloud is legally obligated to strictly follow the pre-defined protocol specifications and to correctly conduct the computation, but it will inevitably look at the information sent in and out.

Our scheme also assumes that the cloud and the control room does not collude with each other.

With the above assumption, the security goal of our system is two-fold:

1. to ensure none of the data sent by individual utilities will be disclosed to any parties other than the data owner itself.
2. only the spectrum will be disclosed to the control room.

B. Monitoring inter-area oscillations

Our proposed scheme adopts the framework of [17] and consists of two phases, namely, offline analysis and online monitoring.

The offline analysis is similar to that of [17]. This stage aims at simplifying the power system model by aggregating generators into clusters that may oscillate against each other. The aggregation can be done with generator coherency identification methods such as 1) Tolerance base method and 2) Weak Links Based Method, according to [17]. The offline analysis does not require sensitive real-time measurements and, thus, can be conducted beforehand without privacy concerns.

The online monitoring phase estimates the spectrum of each cluster’s angle. To this end, it is assumed that each cluster has several PMUs installed to monitor the rotor angles of the generators in the cluster. A cluster’s angle is given by the average of the angles reported by PMUs belonging to that cluster.

To be more specific, we use $\delta_{C1}$ through $\delta_{CK}$ to denote the averaged rotor angles of Cluster 1 through $K$; we also use $\delta_{CKi}$ to denote the rotor angles reported by the $i$-th PMU in the $k$-th cluster. Thus, $\delta_{CK} = \frac{1}{|CK|} \sum_{i=1}^{|CK|} \delta_{CKi}$, where $|CK|$ is the number of PMUs in Cluster $k$. Without having any security considerations, the control room can get the spectral estimation of the angle of cluster $k$ at time $t$, denoted by $F_{\delta_{CK}}(k_\omega)$, for $k_\omega = 0, 1, 2, ..., N$. By the following procedures. 1) first have all the PMUs in the $k$ report their measurements of rotor angles denoted by $\delta_{CKi}$ for $\{i = 1, 2, ..., |CK|\}$. 2) compute the clusters’ angle as $\delta_{CK} = \frac{1}{|CK|} \sum_{i=1}^{|CK|} \delta_{CKi}$. 3) apply Fourier transform to the mean centering cluster angle $\delta_{CK} = \delta_{CK} - \langle \delta_{CK} \rangle$, where $\langle \delta_{CK} \rangle$ is the iterative mean of $\delta_{CK}$, $\langle \delta_{CK} \rangle$ is updated as $\langle \delta_{CK}(t) \rangle = \frac{t}{t+1} \langle \delta_{CK}(t-1) \rangle + \frac{1}{t+1} \delta_{CK}(t)$, as the time advances.

In what follows, we present the proposed privacy-preserving multiparty spectral estimation that allows for secure calculation of $F_{\delta_{CK}}(k_\omega)$ without the knowing real values of $\delta_{CKi}$.
C. Privacy preserving multiparty spectral estimation

The basic idea is to secure each procedure of the above non-privacy-preserving approach using the homomorphic encryption.

Setup Once the online monitoring is activated, all the concerned parties make agreements on \(T\), the length of the time window and, \(N\), the number of points of the DFT (\(T = N\) assumed), \(f_{PMU}\), PMU’s sampling rate, \(f_{spec}\), the frequency to conduct spectral estimation. Upon successful agreement, the control room is notified to invoke procedures of cloud-assisted multiparty privacy-preserving spectral estimation.

Key generation The operator at the control room initializes the Paillier cryptosystem as described in Section III-B. The operator keeps the private key to itself and assigns the public key to the cloud as well as all the participating utilities. In reality, a utility may have more than one PMUs contributing. However, for ease of presentation, we assume that each utility have only one PMU taking part in the multiparty spectral estimation.

Uploading encrypted input For every \(\frac{1}{f_{spec}}\) second, each PMU encrypts their new measurement data using the public key. For example, the \(i\)-th utility in the cluster \(k\) encrypts its measurements \(\delta_{C_{ki}}\) as \(E(\delta_{C_{ki}}) = \{E(\delta_{C_{ki}}(t))\}\) for \(i = 0, 1, 2, ..., T - 1\), where \(\delta_x(\cdot)\) is a shorthand of \(E(K_{pub}, \cdot)\) hereafter, if there is no confusion.

Privacy preserving spectral estimation Now using the data received from PMUs, the cloud securely estimates the latest spectrum by applying privacy-preserving Fourier transform to the data of the most recent time window for each cluster. Algorithm 1 details the privacy-preserving Fourier transform. The algorithm first securely derives the averaged angle of a cluster in the time window. It then securely calculates the corresponding iterative mean of the cluster’s angle and mean centering cluster angle. Finally, the algorithm applies privacy-preserving discrete Fourier transform to the mean centering cluster angle gives the encrypted spectral estimation. Algorithm 1 calls supporting a sub-algorithm Algorithm 2. Since all computations are carried out in the encrypted domain, none of the measurement data is leaked to the cloud.

Result decryption The control room receives encrypted frequency coefficients as a result of Algorithm 1 from the cloud. It then decrypts for the frequency coefficients using decryption method of Paillier cryptosystem with the private key. Upon decrypting all coefficients, the control room obtains the spectral estimation of the PMU measurement data over the latest time window. The spectral estimation is then used for visualization, monitoring, or other frequency domain approaches.

In this paper, we mainly considered the magnitude of the power spectrum and developed practical privacy-preserving Fourier transform for PMU measurement data accordingly. The mode shape that is needed for determining oscillation boundaries could also be protected by applying homomorphic encryption to the angle of the cross-spectral density (CSD) given in [20]. However, it is not straightforward to extend our scheme to include damping where Prony’s method should be applied, which we leave as our future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1: Privacy-preserving spectral estimation of a generator cluster’s angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Data:** \(E(\delta_{C_{ki}}), E(r_{ij}(k_w))\) for \(i = 1, 2, ..., |C_k|\), \(t = 0, 1, 2, ..., T - 1\), \(k_w = \{0, 1, 2, ..., N - 1\}\); \(T\) Length of the time window, \(N = T\); \(|C_k|\) Number of generator in the cluster;
| **Result:** Encrypted frequency coefficients \(EncSpectrum\) Initialize \(EncSpectrum\) an non-initialized vector of length \(N\);
| **/* Homomorphically compute the averaged rotor angle of cluster \(k\) */** |
| for \(t = 0\) to \(T - 1\) do |
| \(E(\sum_{i=1}^{|C_k|} \delta_{C_{ki}}(t)) = \prod_{i=1}^{|C_k|} E(\delta_{C_{ki}}(t));\) |
| \(E(\delta_{C_k}(t)) = E(\frac{1}{|C_k|} \sum_{i=1}^{|C_k|} \delta_{C_{ki}}(t));\) |
| for \(t = 0\) to \(T - 1\) do |
| /* Calculate the iterative means of \(\delta_{C_k}\) within the past second. Note that \(\frac{1}{t+1}\) and \(\frac{1}{t+1}\) are constant and can be multiplied with ciphertexts */ |
| \(E((\delta_{C_k}(t))) = E(\frac{1}{t+1} \delta_{C_k}(t - 1)) + \frac{1}{t+1} \delta_{C_k}(t));\) |
| /* using homomorphic addition by Paillier cryptosystem and Algorithm 2 */ |
| /* Get cluster mean \(\delta_{C_k}\) */ |
| \(E(\bar{\delta}_{C_k}(t)) = E(\delta_{C_k}(t) - \langle \delta_{C_k}(t) \rangle);\) |
| /* Homomorphic subtraction by Paillier cryptosystem */ |
| for \(k_w = 0\) to \(N - 1\) do |
| for \(t = 0\) to \(T - 1\) do |
| /* Calculate the respective element in the DFT matrix */ |
| \(W_{t_{k_w}} = W_{t_{k_w}} = e^{-2\pi i t_{k_w} k_w};\) |
| Securely calculate \(E(\bar{\delta}_{C_k}(t) \ast W_{t_{k_w}});\) |
| /* using Algorithm 2 */ |
| /* Securely accumulate the result to \(EncSpectrum[k_w]\) */ |
| \(EncSpectrum[k_w] = EncSpectrum[k_w] \ast E(\bar{\delta}_{C_k}(t) \ast W_{t_{k_w}})\) |
| end |
| end |
| return \(EncSpectrum\) |
Algorithm 2: Multiply a encrypted complex number with a constant complex number

Data: An encrypted complex number \((E(a), E(b))\);
An constant complex number \(c + di\);

Result: Encryption of the complex number
\([a + bi](b + ci)\]

\(encProd_R = E(a^b)(E(b)^c)^{-1} \mod N^2\); /* get the real part */
\(encProd_I = E(a)^c(E(b)^d \mod N^2); /* get the imaginary part */

return \((encProd_R, encProd_I)\)

Fig. 3: Coherent generator clusters in WECC 179 bus system

V. A CASE STUDY WITH WECC 179 BUS SYSTEM

We fully implemented the scheme with Java’s BigInteger library. We used the key length of 512 bits to initialize the Paillier cryptosystem. All experiments are conducted on Linux servers with 8-core Intel Core i7 processor and 16GB RAM.

We tested the proposed scheme with a simplified model of the WECC AC transmission system with 29 generators and 179 buses[17]. As illustrated in Figure 3, offline analysis indicated that generators in the transmission grid were split into four coherent clusters. Each cluster was monitored by three PMUs, which are circled in the figure. A cluster angle was obtained by averaging the rotor angles measured by the three PMU in the respective cluster. The sampling rates of the PMUs were 100 Hz. Every second, privacy-preserving spectral estimation was conducted to update the power spectrum of cluster angles over the latest 40 second window (containing 4,000 measurements), with a 39-second overlap with the last time window.

For the demonstration purpose, four successive three-phase faults were simulated at 40s, 80s, 120s, and 160s, respectively, at a dynamic simulation. All PMU measurement data were obtained through the dynamic simulation and later used in the case study.

Following optimizations were applied to speed up the processing.

1. Compute only the frequency coefficients (4th through 40th) corresponding to the \([0.1, 1]\) Hz, which is the frequency range the inter-area oscillations may develop at.
2. As frequency coefficients in a discrete Fourier transform can be calculated independently, the computation were parallelized with 12 servers in the same computer cluster. Each handles three coefficients.
3. Precompute the DFT matrix and build an in-memory lookup table before runtime for each server.

With these optimizations, the average latency to obtain the spectral estimation of a single time window (40s) worth of measurement data was 0.95 second, which was less than the period of conducting spectral estimations (1 second).

The encrypted and decrypted spectral estimations over the simulated time were visualized using spectrograms in Figure 4 and Figure 5, respectively. As seen in the encrypted spectrograms, which was obtained by directly visualizing the result of Algorithm 1, the visualization was completely randomized, and no pattern could be observed. In the decrypted version, the visualization showed that frequency responses emerged and died down as the faults were applied and cleared. Obvious oscillation modes are seen around 0.2Hz, 0.5Hz, and 0.75 Hz, with the 0.2 Hz mode being the dominant one. The results of spectral estimations were also in accordance with the result of the small-signal analysis. The obtained spectral estimations could also be used for further research and analysis, which is, however, beyond the scope of this paper.

Fig. 4: Encrypted spectrograms of clusters’ angles

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented a cloud-assisted multiparty spectral estimation for inter-area oscillation monitoring. The proposed scheme leverages the homomorphic Paillier cryptosystem to enable computations directly over the encrypted PMU measurement data. It was shown that the proposed scheme
can effectively protect the privacy of the PMU measurement data while generating desired spectral estimations. In future works, we will investigate methods to achieve auditability. By, for example, enabling the control room to validate the cloud server’s work with zero knowledge proof, so we can relax the assumption that the cloud servers must be semi-honest. Another research direction worth exploring is to extend the idea of using the homomorphic encryptions to the Prony’s method, which is more commonly used in the analysis and research of low-frequency oscillation in the power system.
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